Study on Deconvolution Algorithms for Optical Coherent Tomography
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Abstract

Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) is a novel tool for biomedical imaging in recent years. The noninvasive cross-section images have longitudinal resolution of a few micrometers, which is applicable to detect small organizations and structures, and the resolution is limited by the wavelength and spectrum bandwidth of the light source. Based on an interferometric OCT and following the coherence theory, a linear shift invariant system model describing coherent light specimen interactions in OCT is presented. In this study, the axial point spread function (PSF) is obtained, and the image of a double-cover-glass phantom was restored and enhanced the image sharpness by using the constrained iterative restoration (CIR) algorithm. Another deconvolution method, non-negativity and support constraints recursive inverse filtering (NAS-RIF) blind deconvolution algorithm, is also used in this study. In onion image, restored by using NAS-RIF algorithm, shows better quality than using iterative algorithm.
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Introduction

Optical imaging technique can provide high resolution, noninvasive and non-contacted images, which are very suitable on biomedical imaging and physiological applications. Comparing with the most imaging tools in clinical medicine, including X-ray computer tomography (X-ray CT), ultrasound imaging, and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), the micrometer to sub-micrometer resolution, which is very needed in cellular-level studying, is the most advantage of optical imaging tools. Although the micrometer-resolution of optical imaging can provide fine structural information of cells and early diagnostic studies on pathological changes, the absorption and scattering of photons in biomedical tissues, which downgrade the penetration depth very much, still remain great problems in biomedical imaging applications. When the probing photons of wavelength in visible and ultraviolet bands, the photon absorption will decrease the probing depth very much. On the other hand, photons of wavelength longer than 2500 nm (near infrared, NIR) will be absorbed by the oscillation of water molecules, which not only decrease the penetration depth but also cause heat injuries on tissues. Consequently, the most suitable wavelength of optical probes in biomedical applications is between 600 to 1300 nm [1-2]. However, even though the absorption is low, but the scattering problem appears and making the difficulty on tissue imaging and position measuring. Therefore, some techniques on back-scattering light were studied and developed, include the optical coherence tomography.

Optical coherence tomography (OCT), which was first introduced by J. G. Fujimoto in 1991, is a novel optical imaging technique that can provide optical cross-section images of materials and biological tissues with micrometer-resolution [3]. Basically, OCT relies on the principle of low coherence interferometer (LCI), which used to be the measuring tool of thin film thickness and the break point of optical communication devices [4, 5]. The accuracy positioning ability of LCI made itself as a powerful tool of depth measurement applied on biological tissues, and with transverse scanning, one can get two-dimensional OCT images easily based on the LCI architecture. Since the very beginning of its appearance, OCT has been thought as a high potential imaging tool in biological and medical applications [6]. The longitudinal resolution is determined by the short-time interference characteristic of a broadband light source. Therefore, OCT have longer probing depth on biomedical tissues than conventional optical microscopes or confocal microscopes have. For example, OCT can measure a 2-cm deep micro-image in transparent tissues like eyes [7], and it can also perform 1 to 2-mm deep imaging in highly scattered media like skin [8].
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The system performance of OCT is highly dependent on optical light source and the method of modulation. The transverse resolution depends on the diameter of focusing spot, while the longitudinal resolution depends on the optical coherence length of the light source. In the meanwhile, the signal to noise ratio and sensitivity depend on the intensity and power stability of the light source, and the imaging speed is determined by the modulation method [9]. By using a 10-mW super-luminescence diode (SLD) as the light source, one can get 20-µm longitudinal resolution; with a 100-mW Ti:sapphire mode-locked laser, the longitudinal resolution can down to 2-µm level [10]. The most usual modulation method in OCT system is displacement modulation performed by stepping motors or magnetic speakers. In 1998, the first phase-retarded modulation method in OCT was introduced, that makes the imaging speed of OCT pushed to a few tens frames per second and also a big step toward the practical application on clinical medicine [11].

Although we have set up an OCT system in 2001 in our laboratory, the low-cost equipments limited the system performance. Besides improving the image quality and resolution by hardware upgrade, the image processing technique can be also applied to upturn OCT images. Because the longitudinal resolution depends on the coherence of light source, we can get the one-dimensional PSF on the longitudinal axis. By performing some deconvolution algorithms, we can improve the image quality and longitudinal resolution of OCT images, which are convoluted with real images and the PSF. The deconvolution method can also eliminate some image distortions that come from the coherent character of the light source. In this study, we measure the axial PSF, and apply a constrained iterative restoration (CIR) algorithm and a non-negativity and support constraints recursive inverse filtering (NAS-RIF) blind algorithm to perform image deconvolution [11, 12]. Furthermore, we compare these two methods to confer the most proper deconvolution method applied on OCT images.

\[ I_d = I_1 + I_2 + 2\sqrt{I_1 I_2} \Re \gamma_{12}(\tau) \]  

(1)

where

\[ \gamma_{12}(\tau) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} E_1(t)E_2^*(t-\tau)dt \]  

(2)

\[ \gamma_{12}(\tau) \] is called the degree of coherence, and \( \Gamma_{12}(\tau) \) is the coherence function. When the optical path difference \( \tau = 0 \), \( \gamma_{12}(\tau) \) and the interferometric signal become maximum value. Define FWHM of \( \gamma(\tau) \) as coherence time \( \tau_c \)

\[ \frac{\gamma_{12}(\tau_c)}{\gamma(0)} = \frac{\Gamma_{12}(\tau_c)}{\Gamma(0)} = \frac{1}{2} \]  

(3)

Multiplyed by the speed of light \( c \), the optical coherence length \( l_c = c\tau_c \), and the relationship between \( l_c \) and the wavelength \( \lambda \) is described as

\[ l_c = \frac{4\ln2}{\pi}\frac{\lambda^2}{\Delta\lambda} \]  

(4)

and the longitudinal resolution of OCT defined as \( R_l \) [14]

\[ R_l = \frac{2\ln2}{\pi}\frac{\lambda^2}{\Delta\lambda} \]  

(5)

The experimental set-up of our OCT system is shown in Figure 2. We use a 2.5-mW SLD as the light source, with center wavelength at 811 nm and 19-nm bandwidth. The reference mirror is actuated by a piezo-electrical translational stage with constant speed, and two stepping motors, controlled by a PC via IEEE-488 interface, actuate the sample stage. The optical signal detected by PD is demodulated by a lock-in amplifier, and then fed into PC via a 16-bit A/D converter. The signal read-out and the stage controlling are all done with a LabVIEW program to make it an automatic imaging system.

\[ \text{Deconvolution methods} \]

The interferometric distortion of OCT image comes from the convolution of all detected signal with different optical path (within the coherence length). Therefore, we choose deconvolution algorithms to image restoration. Constrained

![Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a Michelson interferometer.](image1)

![Figure 2. Schematic diagram of our OCT system.](image2)
The schematic illustration of CIR algorithm is shown in Figure 3. The principle of CIR algorithm can start from a simple iterative equation [15]

$$x_{k+1} = Fx_k$$

(6)

where $F$ is the iteration operator. When $k$ approaches infinity, $x_k$ will converge to a singular solution. If we take the difference between $x_k$ and the exact solution $x$, then the maximum value of $k$ can be determined. Therefore, the $F$ operator is the kernel of CIR. That means $F$ should be selected to make the difference between $x_k$ and $x$ become smaller after once and once in the iteration sequence, and the constrain of this algorithm is the key to converge the iteration. If we write down an iteration form like this

$$x_{k+1} = Cx_k + \lambda (y - h * Cx_k)$$

(7)

where $y$ as the measured value from OCT system, $\lambda$ as a parameter, $h$ as the PSF, and $C$ as a constrained operator. Usually we start with $x_0 = \lambda y$. By selecting a proper value of $\lambda$, the iteration would be convergent. The constrain of the parameter $\lambda$ is

$$0 < \lambda < \frac{2}{\max_{\omega} |H(e^{i\omega})|}$$

(8)

where $\max_{\omega} |H(e^{i\omega})|$ comes from the Fourier transform. The convergence constraint is that the spectrum of the light source must as a Gaussian, and which is conformable to our system.

In contrast with CIR, NAS-RIF algorithm does not need the PSF as a beginning guess, and has good character in iteration convergence. The cost function of NAS-RIF is convex, that means one can get the global minimum value through this method. The schematic illustration of NAS-RIF algorithm is shown in Figure 4. In the illustration, $u(m,n)$ is an adjustable filter, $g(m,n)$ is the distorted image, and $f(m,n)$ is the result of $g(m,n)$ through $u(m,n)$. NL is a nonlinear filter defined as [16]

$$f_{NL}(m,n) = \begin{cases} f(m,n), & \text{if } (m,n) \in D_{sup} \\ L_b, & \text{if else} \end{cases}$$

(9)

where $D_{sup}$ define the region of support (ROS) and $L_b$ as the pixel value of background. An error function $e(m,n)$, equating to the difference between $f_{NL}(m,n)$ and $f(m,n)$, can adjust the value of $u(m,n)$. To optimize the algorithm, the cost function is considered as
Results and Discussion

The OCT system is constructed as Figure 2, and the resolution test shows the system provides 4-μm transverse resolution and 17-μm longitudinal resolution. By scanning a reflective mirror several times, we take the average PSF with a Gaussian fitting result as the PSF along the longitudinal axis

\[ PSF = 2.8e^{-\frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{z}{78} \right)^2} \]  

(12)

\( \Delta l \) is the distance between each sampling point, with the modulation speed in our system, \( \Delta l \) equals to 0.11μm.

To perform the test of image restoration, we design a testing phantom shown in Figure 5 (a). The phantom is constructed of two cover glass and putting some plastic tape between the glasses. Make the contacting point as tight as could, and the distance between the two glasses is getting larger from the contacting point to the other end. The scanning coordinates are also shown in the figure, the raw scanning result is shown in Figure 5 (b). By 30 times iteration of CIR algorithm, the deconvolution image is shown in Figure 5 (c). The interfaces are well resolved in the CIR restored image, and the improvement can be clearly compared in the profile diagrams shown in Figure 5 (d) and (e). We also apply the NAS-RIF method, however, it does not improve the axial resolution as well as CIR algorithm does (not shown in here).

Beside the testing phantom, we use onion tissue as biological sample to test the performance of the OCT system and the deconvolution methods. The onion tissue image by OCT is shown in Figure 6 (a). The top is the interface between air and the onion skin, and as deeper it goes, the signal is getting smaller. The image contrast is about 70 dB, SNR is about 40 to 65 dB. The CIR and NAS-RIF algorithms are also applied, and the results are shown in Figure 6 (b) and (c).

Comparing with the raw image, both of the deconvolution images show more features of the onion cells. However, the restored image of CIR becomes more fractional than NAS-RIF. The discontinuity may come from the slight index changing in the tissue or just from the noise, but it still sharpens the edge and makes the image becomes more clear. On the other hand the restored image by NAS-RIF method improves both the

\[
J(u) = \sum_{(m,n) \in D_{nm}} e^2(m,n) + \gamma \left[ \sum_{(m,n) \in D_{nm}} u(m,n) - 1 \right]^2 + \gamma \left[ \sum_{(m,n) \notin D_{nm}} f(m,n) - L_B \right]^2 + \gamma \left[ \sum_{(m,n) \notin D_{nm}} u(m,n) - 1 \right]^2
\]

(10)

only when all \( L_B \) becomes to zero, \( \gamma \) has non-zero value. The optimization of the filter \( u(m,n) \) is to minimize the value of cost function \( J(u) \). The function \( sgn(f) \) is defined as

\[
sgn(f) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } f > 0 \\
-1, & \text{if else} 
\end{cases}
\]

(11)
image quality and the resolution indeed. The algorithm character of the NAS-RIF method can explain the result. Because the NAS-RIF does not rely on PSF to perform deconvolution, it searches proper filter by a given region of support (ROS). The result conforms with the ROS constrain but not the PSF, that will make it more tolerant to image noises. Nevertheless, CIR depends on PSF very much, and performs the same deconvolution on noisy regions. Like the PSF to CIR method, the selection of ROS will affect the restoration power very much in the NAS-RIF method.

Conclusion

In this study, we build a low-cost OCT system based on interferometric architecture with low coherent light source. The system provides 17-µm longitudinal and 4-µm transverse resolutions. By measuring cover glass phantom and biological sample, the system is verified to perform biomedical imaging. Two deconvolution methods are applied to restore OCT images. The constrained iterative restoration (CIR) algorithm can improve the longitudinal resolution in multi-interface image. On the other hand, the non-negativity and support constraints recursive inverse filtering (NAS-RIF) algorithm can improve image quality in the biological tissue images.
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